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Benefits eaten away
President Ford has proposed a
raise in the price of Food Stamps
to take effect March 1 this year.
This increase in cost is reported
to save $650 million a year.
The Washington Post reports
that the increase will affect one
and two person households,
many of wh9m are elderly.
Gene Case, Welfare Eligibility
Supervisor for the Ellensburg
Social Service Department, stated that it will affect a lot of
students, also.
,.
"If it · comes about, the students will have to prove whether
or not they were claimed by their
parents as income tax deductions."
According to Case, students
that are claimed as deductions by
their parents would have to pay·
the maximum to get food stamps.
-His interpretation, "So far
we've had no official information."

The new restrictions, · Case
estimated, would rule out about
70 per cent of the college
students now receiving food
stamps.
Explaining the reasoning behind the new rule, Case stated
"the government is trying to
save money, and one of the first
places to get hit are the social
services."
"Taxpayers don't feel it's right
to pay for someone to go to
college," Case continued. "I get a
lot of feedback - a lot of it. You
get a guy taking home maybe
$300-$400, who has to watch his
budget, and at the supermarket
he sees a line of college students
using food stamps."
According to Case, the elderly
will "still be eligible, but bureaucracies are really slow. I don't
expect to really know much til
March."

'Big name' concert posSible
Concerts West and the A.S.C.
Commissio·n are cooperating on a
plan which may produce Central's first big name concert in
nearly a year. According to Al
Wolfe, Entcom chairman, Concerts West has appro(}.ched Entcom about producing a package
show, with Entcom handling
promotion and ticket sales, and
Concerts West arranging for the
group, the sound system, and the
crew needed to produce the
concert. Entcom would receive
five per cent of the gross.
Wolfe declined to name the
group being discussed, but commented that without Concerts
West cooperation, it would be
impossible for Entcom to afford
the group.

Entcom's attempts to bring a even. Finding a group that would
known group to Central have both fit the administration's
met frustration since over a year "quiet" policy and qreak even has
ago. The Ike and Tina Turner been difficult. Several groups
show last April was marred by a wanted riders attached to their
bad sound system. Tower of contracts that Entcom could not
Power was booked to perform fullfill without violating state
during Homecoming Week, but law.
was cancelled by the college ' In other cases, bad luck has
administration, who were con- been a factor. ' Entcom was
cerned over security problems . pffered a concert by Blood,
that had plagued earlier con- Sweat, and Tears, reunited with
certs.
their lead singer, David Clayton
While the administration a- Thomas. The price was good, a.pd
greed to plans for Entcom to Entcom was willing to sign the
produce a "quiet" concert, such papers, but Blood, Sweat, and
concerts have lost money in the Tears decided they would not
past. Due to budget restrictions, tour until they had recorded a
Entcom cannot afford to promote, new album.
a concert that . will not break

Allon Wolfe

Political association
seeks approval The Political Science Association of Central is a little-known
group that is involved with some
well-known things, including the
Washington Student Legisla- .
ture, the Faculty-Senate Code,
and the Political Science department.
Last week the P.S.A. held an
organizational meeting, involved
mainly with the election of
officers; Chairman, Lee Ann
Schilz; Vice Chairman, Randy
Lambert; and Secretary /Treasurer, Jutta Hellwig, and beginning plans for future activities.
Their plans include rewriting
the club constitution (it presently
limits only political science students to membership) and pro-

Lee Ann Schilz

Jutta Hellwig
;

.

moting the proposed FacultySenate Code.
The Chairman and Vice Chairman of the P.S.A. have each had
a vote _in departmental meetings
of the Political Science Department.
Fall
quarter
Dean
Williams indicated he would o
longer accept decisions whkh
P.S.A. votes (the specific vote of
the time was on tenure), as there
was no legal precident for it.
Since that decision, the P.S.A.
has been working on establishing
a legal precident, specifically in
the Faculty Code.
·
The proposed code, though it
does not require student participation, does allow it. P.S.A.
members are hopeful that they
will gain full approval this year.

Sex crimes increase,
but convictions decrease

by Mike
Mcleod

by Al Chrismer
A young female, about nineteen or twenty, sits on the
witness stand at a trial. The
defendants attorney steps up to
cross-examine her. "Now miss,
we are here today to answer
your charges of rape against my
Snow Time For Leisure
Games Room
client. If the person who raped
by Sharon Mitchell
you is in the courtroom today,
The second annual CWSC please point him out." The young
The CWSC Recreation pro8-ball Tournament will be Jan- woman points to the lawyers
grams and facilities are available -uary 28th at 7:00 p.m. Sign up in- client. It looks like everything is
to all members of the college
SUB 102 between 1 and 5 p.m. almost over, until the lawyer
community and their depenEntry fee is $1. There will be a turns back and begins an undents. Recreation passes for
co-ed tournament held soon.
expected line of questioning.
dependents will be issued by the
Games Room is now open till
"Young lady, remember that
Physical Education Depart10 p.m. on Sundays.
you are under- oath, and answer
ment's main office in Nicholson
the court, are you a virgin?"
Pavilion and by CWSC RecreaA stunned silence falls over
tion, SUB 102.
the court. In the audience are the
Programs and facilities under
parents and friends of the girl.
the direction of CWSC RecreaHer eyes widen and she answer~
tion are co-rec, intramurals,
No! The questioning continues,
Ceremonies dedicating the each one worse than before. How
outdoor program, trips and
lounge of the Central Student long has she had sexual relations,
t ours, the Tent and Tube Shop
Health Center in memory of Dr. with how many men. Until it
and the Games Room.
Karl C. Wickerath, director of begins to look like the girl is on
the center until his death in 1973, trial, and not the ' defendant.
Intramurals
will be held at 4 p.m., Friday,
Nicholson Pavilion Rm 108
T_his type of situation is real,
January 17.
963-1751
and is the main reason why most
Special speakers for the dedi- women refuse to turn in their
cation will include President rapers, self-incrimination. It inInnertube Olym_pics will be
James Brooks and Dr. Rudolph volves much more than just the
held in the pool Saturday,
Vernie, president of the Kittitas rape itself.
January .25, at 1 p.m. There will
County Medical Society.
be a series of zany races in
What started as a routine
Wickerath, who died at 51, interview with Kittitas County
innertubes for guys and gals, and
assumed
directorship
of
tJie
a splash dive contest. Prendersheriff Ramon Beneviedes,
college student health center in on the subject of a conference on
register in Nicholson Pavilion
the fall of 1970.
108 or show up Saturday. Get a
rape, ended up a full scale lesson
Following his death, a mem- on sex crfmes- of all types, and
team together from your resiorial fund was established, from their complications. One fact
dence hall and come play.
which funds have been used to stood out loud and clear, it has to
Co-ed Free Throw Shoot open
purchase a color television set for · start with the rapist being
to all students will be held
the health center lounge and a turned in.
Tuesday, January 28 and finals
radio to provide background
will be January 30. Winners will
Sex crimes include indecent
be given two tickets to a Sonic's · music for the health center.
liberties, carnal knowledge, rape,
A large photograph of Wicker- sodomy, incest and seduction.
game.
ath and a special plaque, given to The three main ones are rape,
the center by his widow, Ros- indecent liberties and carnal
Outdoor Program
ell en Wickerath, will be mounted knowledge. It is here that the
Tent and Tube
in the lounge. Additionally, Mrs.
963-3537
complications begin. The details
Wickerath has loaned the center that separate each category are
a large oil painting from Ger- very thin, and sometimes have a
There will be a Cross Country
many, a favorite of her husband,
Ski Show and Demonstration by
tricky definition. A difference of
for display.
·
Hyak Ski Corporation, January
one or two years in age, the type
30, at 7:30 p.m. in SUB 206. A ski
of sex act committed with
shuttle to Snoqualmie Summit,
explicit detail, and sex of the
Ski Acres, and Hyak leaves each
victim can be the difference
Wednesday night at 4:30 and
between rape, indecent liberties,
returns around 11:30. Round trip
or any of the others.
bus tickets are $2.75. Lift tickets
When beginning an invesare $4.50. Sign up in the Tent and
tigation, the law enforcement
Tube on Tuesdays.

Center honors
late director

·u

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

antly, desk personnel attended.
They will be the ones who will be
taking rape calls. Often, what
appears to be a normal crime
could in fact be a sex crime, and
officers attending the conference
were briefed on detection of
these.
Benevides wants as much rape
and sex crime information made
public in anticipation of the Rape
Crisis Line soon to begin. "We
realize it's hard, but think of it
this way, if the rapist had been
turned in the first time he
committed a crime, it wouldn't
have happened again to some
unfortunate woman." It's one big
chain reaction, and he couldn't
stress enough the importance of
women blowing the whistle on
rape.
Perpetrators of sex crimes
must be stopped. But it must
begin with the victim reporting
the crime.

••• •• •• •••• ••• •• ••••••••••

re<ycle

_Sprin-g Vacation Flight to

HAWAII
CWSC STUDENTS* FACULTY* STAFF* FRIENDS .
**TWO DEPARTURES**

Do It No\V, Be Ready for Spring

March 22 • 29 ····- $329 plus taxes
March 24-31 --- $279 plus taxes
--(8 days-7 nights]--[single room add $70]-•
INCLUDES air fare, hotel [kitchenette], airport baggage
• handling, bus to hotel, bit~oductory sightseeing, tickets to
• Sea Life Park and handicraft factory,

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

agency must have all the facts,
no matter how intimate. Beneviedes comments, " ... as much as
it is a very traumatic experience
for the girl, we must have the
facts so we can put our finger on
which crime has been committed,
and save undue embarrassment
in court." Beneviedes follows up
most of the sex crimes himself,
and has put in many hours in
court, only to watch many rapist
or perpetrators of sex crimes
walk out free .on small details
that are ' the difference between
prosecution or not. Details that
were held back, only to show up
in court.
On November 21, a seminar
was conducted in Yakima by
officers of the FBI. The seminar
consisted mainly of methods of
awareness and handling of rape
cases. All but one member of the
entire staff of field personnel
attended, and just as import-

••

To: Dr. J.W. Crum, 20 Skyline Dr., Eln., WA., 98926
Off. Ph. 963-1671 Home Ph. 962-2327
, Send full info and Reg. Forms to
Name
Address ___________________________________

.

--------------------------------------

. . . ..
.--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·pa . . .91!!".-.pm.pmpm~~
Phone

Bike Maintenance

Used* Bikes: 1,3, or 10 Speeds
•

•
•
•
•
..•

Tue-Fri 2-(> ,p m
307 N· Main

925-3326

When good weather comes the' used bikes go
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OPINION

By Bill Kirby
One of the complaints of the national government is that it has
become too big. Central students will be voting on a proposition
soon that could lead to too small a . government.
.
A completely revised ASC constitution will be presented to the
voters which will do away with the ASC executive officers, the
·student legislature and other bodies. These positions will be
replaced with five "Board of Control" members and a professional
"administrator" who will be in complete charge of ASC business and
activities.
Now I am sure· that the framers of the new constitution are
sincere about their goal of improving the ASC, I'm not challenging
that. The problem may arise in one or two years when a new
management may take over and not be so sincere.
.After making a brief review of the new constitution I can see
three problems:
.
First, a number of terms and duties are badly spelled .out: Th~s
could lead whomever is in office to interpret the .~onst1tut1~n 1!1
whatever way he/she wants to. A good "sea lawy~r ~ould twist it
around so that the originators would not recognize it. .
Secondly, there is not an adequate system of checks and balances
written into the new document. If three members of the Board of
Control wish to feather their nests there would be little to stop
them.
Third, exactly how loyal to the ASC will the new "administrator"
or his successor be? Students will pay 50 per cent of his salary, but
will he be an arm of the students or of the college administration,
who pay the other half of his pay? ·My experience with student paid
administrators is that they mostly follow the college administration
line.
Now, the ASC needs reform, there is no doubt about it, but there
are some problems in the proposed constitution that will force me
and others to vote against it. Let's hope that the proponents of the
new document will revise it to eliminate any possible abuse in the
future.

BUILDING BETTER
INFANT HEALTH
CARE
Physicians and other
health professionals are
refining skills that offer
families greater hope for
their cherished goal of a
healthy baby. The National
Foundation-March of
Dimes supports medical
service and research programs that strengthen
these efforts.
MS. JOAN
directs
a college program that
trains health
professionals
in human
ge'netics.

MARKS
f: .,

\.
''"

DR. SAMUEL AJL
explains
expanding
research into
causes of
birth defects.

DR. SHYAN C. SUN
describes
the
life-saving
steps taken in
intensive
care
nurseries.
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LETTERS
Prof response
Dear Editor,
I read with interest the opinion
of Tom Shapley entitled "Parttime Job?" which appeared in the
January 16, 1975 issue of the
Crier. I believe Mr. Shapley
echoes a prevalent . misunderstanding on this campus regarding the nature of a university.
In response to Mr. Shapley's
question, "Where does a college
professor's loyalty belong, to his
students or to the pursuit of his
academic career?", I submit that
"loyalty" is not only a poor choice
of words, but moreover, the
option of "students vs. academic
career" should not be considered
as being mutually exclusive. The
answer is that faculty "loyalty"
does, or should, include both

I

students and an academic career.
Also, there is the infe~n~
that if a professor engages in
research which results in publication, that somehow this takes
time away from students. This is
an equation which simply does
not add up. As Ji)ean of some
eighty faculty members in the
School of Social and Behavioral
Sciences I review literally hundreds of student evaluations of
their professors. I have yet to
read a statement from a student
decrying the fact . that their
professor was too busy doing
research to give the necessary
and proper attention to classroom instruction. On the contrary, I believe the general
equation can be made which
indicates that the "good profs"
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are the ones actively engaged in
research whether or not sud}
research culminates in publications.
As for maintaining "only three
office hours a week" I have never
seen a line of students waiting to
see a prof whether their office
hours were three or twentythree hours a week.
I do not wish to be critical of
Mr. Shapley for expressing an
opinon, but I do deplore the
nagging "normal school syndrome" which has plagued our
best efforts to become a university in the finest sense of that
word.
And finally, I suggest that
faculty members are eager to
teach students who regard learning as something more than a

part-time pastime. I believe that
students and faculty, ideally, are
partners in an important joint
educational enterprise. This
means that both students and
faculty are to study, to do
research, to learn and in general
to put forth their best efforts as
they pursue their respective
goals.
Sincerely,
Burton J. Williams
· '
rrofessor of History and Dean

Pen-pal
.Dear Editor:
My name is Reginald Earl
Bailey. I am presently incarcerated at the U.S. Prison on McNeil
Island in the state of Washington. I am 27 years old, Black and
born under the sign of Aquarius.
In addition, I am 5'9-1/2" tall, 165
lbs. my eyes are brown and my
hair is black. I hail from
Washington D.C.

I am writing this letter in
hopes that your paper will
publish my name, stating that I
am a prisoner desiring correspondence with any young lady at
Central. I am lonely and desperate for outside female communi~·
cation. Since my imprisonment
(over 2-1/2 years) I have been
totally rejected by all whom I
once considered friends, loved
ones and family. So in my
desperation I am appealing to
you and anyone on your staff to
assist and help me hold fast to
the reality of the outside life.
If it bears any significance, I
am a poet. I have been writing
for the past 10 years. If any
female would like to read some of
my many poems, I am willing to
share them with anyone who
might enjoy poetry.
Thank You,
Reggie Bailey
#36982
Box No. 1000
SteiJacoo~. WA. 98388

Feel the Power•.

The Speakerlab 7 is one of many models in our free 32-page Speaker Kit Catalog. Send for it.

Attention:· Ed. students
Applications for September
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,....._ _,..... Experience (Ed. 341), Student
Teaching (Ed. 442) and Option C
Entry Phase for the 1975-76
school year will be available in
Black 217, Office of Clinical
Studies,19th.
from January 20th to
......._ ........_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _""March

FOREIGN CAR
REPA~RS AND PARTS

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main 925-5539 -

TYPING ERRORS

AT YOUR
CAMPUS STORE

ER RO RITE™

- OUT OF SIGHT!
925-6101
Dair11
Queen

SALE
27

Mon. Jan

Thru Wed Jan 29

MR.MISTY
FREEZE
35

~reg. ss~

ORANGE
RASPBERRY
CHERRY
GRAPE
LEMON LIME

Delivery- Sun thru Thur
.

Fri & Sat

6-12
6-1

Putting
this face
in your future.
..:-

!7'

c.s.o.
The Christian Science Organi-·
zation meets each Tuesday from
5.45 to 6:45 P.M. in SUB 206,
Anyone is welcome.
Toastmistress
Are you interested in a selfdevelopment program that will
enhance your classroom experience and take you . beyond the
academic community, into a diversified
educational
atmo~phere? Call 925- 9i9l .
Summer college work study
Those students interested in
being placed on a college work
study job for the summer may
now place their names on a
sign-up roster in the Office of
Financial Aid, Barge 209. An
information sheet is available
explaining eligibility, process for
applying, etc.
Ice Hockey
Contact Roger Gamache at
963-1009 if you are interested in
playing ice hockey. Night time
practices will be once a week in
Yakima.
Selective Service
It is still the duty of every
male to register with the Selective Service System within thirty
(30) days of his 18th birthday.

Demand foils supply
A great deal of interest has
been generated recently in an
old, but traditionally genteel
sport-fencing. Perhaps it was
brought on by th~ return of
swashbuckling movies or one too
many Errol Flynn re-runs. Yet,
whatever the reason, people
seem to turn out in ever
increasing numbers to prod and
parry each other with skinny
metal foils.
'
While this, phenomenon is not
unique to any given school or
area, it currently abounds on the

Central campus. Since the beginning of the year, a third fencing
class has been added by the
Physical Education department
and an evening course is taught
through the Yakima Valley Community College extension program on Monday nights.. Although most of these classes are
completely filled, they still have
not been able to · satisfy the
fencing urge for everyone. This
especially applies to the student
with one quarter of fencing
already behind them. In fact, the

fencing class added this quarter
was intended, to some extent, to
be an advanced course. But the
red tape of procedure managed
to dispell that action, and a
number of potential advanced
fencers found themselves in the
snow.
However, in the true spirit of
the cavalier, an outlet is in sight.
A new Fencing Club is being
formed for those students who
have __!-~ken or are currently
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Polynesian Dance Studio
of Ellensburg

Hula Children-Teens-Adults
·Tahitian ·Maori
·

Your Fidelih' l 'nion Field Associate can
help plan ~o~r financial future with
College'.\taster. College'.\laster is the nation's
leader in life iilsurance for colkge seniors.
Let him tell you wh~.
Call thl· I- idl'lil\ l nion Colll')!l'\Ja,tn "
Fil·ld .\"m·iall' in ~our an·a :

MECHA
.
Lost Keys
The MECHA organization will Should you come into possesshold ~ general meeting today at 7 i6fl of keys not belonging to you,
please forward them immediatep.m. m SUB 206.
ly via campus mail to the Key
Shop located at the Physical
Winter Quarter Pinochle
Plant. Wnen sending keys via
Play pinochle two nights a campus mail, affix the key(s) to a
week for six weeks beginning 7 stiff paper backing and insert in
p.m., February 3. Teams can be an envelope marked "Key Shop,
two men, two women, or co-ed. Physical Plant".
Entry fee is 50 cents per team.
Prizes will be awarded to play-off
Bike licenses
winners. Sign up in SUB 102 for a
The Security Department of
Monday-Wednesday, TuesdayThursday or Wednesday-Satur- Central has agreed to register
day league. Call 963-1511 from 1 bicycles and sell the City of
p.m. to 5 p.m. for information. Ellensburg bicycle licenses.
All persons operating a bicycle
Entry deadline is February 3,
on campus are required to have a
noon.
City of Ellensburg license. The
fee for registration and license is
Native Americ~n speaker
$L
All interested students and
faculty are invited to attend a
Catalog notices
talk by Mr. Calvin Dupree,
The
first
deadline for Catalog
Director of Native American
notices is noon Friday for the
Education in the Office of Minornext week's paper. No notices .
ity Affairs of the State Board for
accepted after Monday noon.
Community College Education.
Notices are taken on a space ·
He will speak on the general
available
basis, with no guarantopic of Native American cultee of acceptance implied. Please ·
tures and the public schools,
leave notices in the Crier office
especially in regard to bi-cultural
SUB 218.
and bilingual education. Mr.
Dupree is the currect Chairman
of the National Advisory Council
1975-76 Financial Aid
on Bilingual Education and is
Applications
very active in programs and
questions at all levels with
Financfal aid-applications and
regard to culturally and/or ling- Parent's and 'student's Confidenuistically different groups. The tial Statements for 1975-76 are
open meeting will be at the now available in the Office of
Grupe Center on Thursday, Financial Counseling and FinanJanuary 30, 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
cial Aid.

Recital
Mary Anne Howard will present her senior recital in voice on
January 28, at 8:15 in Hertz
Recital Hall. Howard will perform selections from song cycles
by-Schubert, Britten and Kabalevesky. She will be accompanied
by pianist-professor Barbara
Brummett, and Janet Salinas and
flutist Wendy Evans.

· ~·

Jim Chun
925-4177
706 E. 8th
In The Plaza

-

Beginning & Advanced
Daytime or Evening Classes

'

COllcgc.Mastc1·
"-

Carol Cummings

962-2212

When the cold wind: blows, with streets of snow, this small town's beauty accepts
the f or:m of winter. Two local residents
sc~ne ttihen ·j1f1I

e~se

their way along icy sidewalks in this

west of campus.
Ph~to by

Dan. PoftU ··

is the scene in which George
tenderly describes to her companion: "Childey", her early
cont. ~r. pg. 6
secret love for Childey and a visit
enrolled in a fencing class. The
' to Childey's room after Childey
Club is also open to people who
had left.
have never been able to work a
Susan Marr as Mrs. Mercy, the
fencing class into their schedule,
by Jane Snyder .
all-knowing
assistant to the
and hopefully to those who are
Frank Marcus' The Killing of producer and advice columnist, is
much beyond the beginning
Sister George is a play marked as good in her own way as
stages.
for its witty lines and shoddy Leadenham is in hers. Her selfInitially, the club hopes to
treatment of lesbianism. In what ~ assured, alf:.knowingness beprovide time and space for
was perhaps a daring style, when comes a joke. She is marvelous
fencers to work on and advance
the play was first performed, when she describes "the killing of
their skills. If the interest is
Marcus uses every "You're the Sister George" for George's
large enough, equipment may be
bull", cigar smoking, captain of edification. • Her
calcualated
provided by the Physical Educathe hockey team, extremes of tempting of Childey is just as
tion ·. Department. And from
masculinity and childishness that well done.
there the horizons are unlimited,
have been falsely perpetuated
Non-student Susana Smith
as the club grows and improves,
since Sappho's day. The casts' plays Childey, the doll-playing
so will its prospects. Tourneys
fine work compensated for the thirty-four year old.-Smith does a
and inter-mural competition are ,
deficiencies of the play.
fine job with an ambiguous role.
foreseen.
Cindy Leadenham - brought Perhaps Childey's interaction
Fencing is not a test of height
depth and skill to her title role as with George is the best part of
or weight, but of speed, timing,
the unhappy actress who identi- Smiths'
performance.
Her
accuracy and knowing your oppofies herself, · to the · point of "reaching out" to . Mrs. Mercy
nent and yourself. It is for
confusion, with her · role on a was also well done. It was a relief
women and men.
British Broadcasting Company when most of her accent wore
Anyone interested in being a
radio serial as Sister George, the
.
part of the new Fencing Club · district nurse in the mythical off.
Rebecca Thompson as Madame
may sign up in the Nicholson
British village of Applehearst. Xenia, the soothsayer down
Pavilion office or at the SUB
Leadenham is -hilariously funny below, might have done better
information booth, or call
when, after an evening spent _with some modification to the
963-3183 after 6:00 p.m.
with the gin bottle, she uses a accent she assumed for. her role. ·
rocker as Sister George's motor- Apart from that . she was pretty
bike and, singing hymns, "tours" funny, bringing much to the
Folk Dan.ce
Learn folk Clanc.::s- froin coun- Applehearst, and gives Ginger, sloppily conceived character.
tries all around the world. The her rival in .r atings, a piece of her
The student production was
only requirement :~or membe:- mind. Leadenham manages the directed with largely consistent
ship is that you be mterested m contrast between the hearty, skill by Charlie Watters, known
dancing. Come and join in the homey Sister George and the . to Central playgoers for his parts
fun. Wednesdays, 7-9 p.m. Large real women who gets in trouble in "Of Mice and Men", "The
with nuns. Particularly touching Night . Thoreau Spent in Jail",
SUB Ballroom.

Fencing

'Sister George'
reviewed
students

and "Happy Birthday, Wanda
June". Watters dir'e cted the play
in fulfillment of his final drama
project on a $100 budget.
The set was below par for a
Central production. Though good
in atomsphere, it was cluttered
to distraction. The notion that

theater-in-the-roupd , enhances
any play proved false for the
perfoqnance and set. A conventional stage would have ~orked
better. Also, if the play had been
given in perhaps McConnell no
one would hav~ been turned
away.

------

--

RESEARCH

When you enroll in Air Force ROTC
you can get tnore: an opportunity for
a scholarship, a chance
for flying lessons .. ·. and

You
,get a tax-free
monthly
allowa11ce of$100.
Interested?
Contact_Air _Force ROTC
At_Peterson Hall _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC

CANADA'S.LARGEST SERVICE
$2.75 . . Pllgt
Send now for latest catalog. En·
close $2.00 to cover return postage.

ESSAY SERVICES
57 Sl?&dina Ave., Suite #208

Toronto, Ontario, Canada
(418) 388-6549

Our research ssrvice Is 60/d
for re111arch auistanl:• only:

Everyday Low Price
Pasturized and Homogenized
Non-returnable containers
MAID O' CLOVER
DAIRY STORE
7th & Main Open 9-7 Sun 12-6

OVERTONS
Tropical Fish
All aquarium &fish supplies
962-9166

Rte. 3

located 2 Miles ..rth Of
~·Old Va:tta11 H'way On Wii.oa Cmt'lload

closed Sun. & Mon.

*Green Plants
*Cactus-Succulents
*Potting Soils
*Clay Pots
* H~nging Plants
*Bird Feeders &
Seed
Williams
Greenhouse
& Gifts
End of 15th Ave
West Ci·ty Limits ·
925-3477
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Tick-Talk

Market
charms
With its uniquely Mexican
character, the Mercado Libertad
in · Guadalajara is a must for
students in Central's Mexico
Program. The block-square
building is crammed ·with shops
and vendors and is a beehive of
activity. One section is devoted
to vegetables and fruits. The
. mezzanine is a restaurant where
you can see dough being slapped
into tortillas. Native crafts are
displayed everywhere. The following are impressions of this
lively and fascinating market
recorded by several Central
students:
"With all its color, vitality and
action the Libertad Market is a
miniature picture of the overall
life of the Mexicans. From young
to old and poor to rich, all ways of
life can be seen here. As -you
enter the market there are
flowers. Colors of happinessbright and bold, expressing the
love of life the people here have.
All through the market you
encounter little Indian women
selling sweets and their children
playing close by," Laura Gilley.
"Walking off the street into
the _market is like stepping from
one world to . another. The
market has so many nooks and
crannies filled with crafts and
wares, sold by alert ana persistent peddlers. Upon ~ntering the
market, each sense is tempted by
the mixture of smells, noises, and
the variety of shops with people
cdnstantly streaming through,"
Teresa Delaney.
"The Libertad Market is a
culture shock in itself. As you
walk in there are booths and
booths of goods: clothing, food,
purses, sh<;>es, jewelry-everything imaginable. As you walk
around everybody yells out in
Spanish or English, "Hey lady,
you buy. I give best price." You
go· to look at their things and are
offered a price. As you scowl at
the price they offer you a slightly
, lower one-before you know it
you're bargaining," Pamela
Nusom.
"The goods range from the
beautifully . handcrafted to ugly
pre-fabs. One can find anything
from flowers to live racoons for
medicinal purposes. One can
consult a curandero about a
current ailment. You can find
anything, anything you want or
need, and if you are a . good
bargainer you can get it at a
reasonable price, if not, it may
cost you the shirt off your back,"
Betsy Smith.
"More interesting than what
they sell, are the people who sell
it. They vary from those who are
aggressive and almost accost you
in a friendly way, asking what
you want to purchase, to the old
woman sitting on the .corner.
They all seem to speak some
· English or read the expression
on your face. Each sta11 is run by
a family and it is not uncommon
to see small children sleeping
there. They're hard working
people, anxious to pleas-e and
to make a profit," Gina Mohr.
"Many of the Mexican salespeople just live at the market
during the day. There are lots of
television sets and radios. Even
meals are eaten while working.
The' whole family works, young
and old, boys and girls.

from· Sherwin Forest

Last Time: -Our heros, Theodore E. Bear and Bartholomew
Baboon, fleeing the watchful ~ye of the Great Furd, and the annual
football party given by the lesser Furd in the Rose Garden of the
White House on the corner, have disappeared into Sherwin's Forest
fleeing the forces of evil, and continuing their search for truth:
beauty, enlightment and a decent sized lid with no stems. Their
search has brought them to Dental Wash. State College where they
are waiting to register.
Barry was purusing the catalog while he and Ted stQod in the
snowbound registration line. "Says he.re this college was founded
on the principle that good dental hygeine, and an education in the
conservative arts is important to us all."
"That's odd," Ted said. "I heard it was founded from a grant by
someone who died from a toothache right here. He said 'the day a
toothache kills me, you take all my money and start a college'." Ted
glanced around, looking for gendarmes, before he took his magic cat,
F)fi fr~m his pocket. He put his lighter to her nose, inhaled through
her tail, breathed a great hit of smoke into the chill winter air.
A coed was eyeing the cat. "That's not real!" she said.
":~•fo," Ted lied, covering Fifi's eyes, which were blinking on and
off m random sequence. The coed watched as Fifi's fur spelled out
"Buy war bonds," "Jesus saves greenstamps," and "sis barn booba, I
once made it with a tuba." "Want a hit?" Ted asked.
"Yeah," Barry said. He took Fifi, puffed mightly. "I think it's out,"
he said finally.
"It's hard to keep lit, in this weather," Ted said.
.
"We've been '8tanding here for six hours," Barry noted.
"I've been here for three days," said a man warmin~a can of soup
0

~o

••

with ~ blowtorch. "And I'm a senior."
. "Hey," said Barry. "Let me borrow that. No, not the soup, jerk."
Finally inside the g'ym, Barry stopped and stared about him. "It's
like a stock exchange," he said.
"Brilliant," Ted replied. "I'll take three credits of Math 101," he
told a fat matron.
"That dulllb math?" the lady asked.
Ted pointed to the black dunce cap decorated with stars and
moons that perched on his head. "Yes ma'am," he said, shuffling his
feet.
.
. Next Ted picked up a card -for Philo. 291. "Spiritual communion," .
Barry· said; "That looks dull."
Ted shrugged. "It's being-taught by someone listed as G.O.D."
"I didn't know he was still on the staff," Barry said.
"I was going to take Philo. 370, "The Enlightened Patch", but I
heard you have to attain nirvana to get an A."
"!larry asked a woma,n for Philo. 398. "I'm sorry, it's closed," she
said.
"But it's independent ·study," Barry sputtered.
Outside it was still snowing. A long line of s:riowrnen stood in a line
in .front of the doors. "I bet some of them have people inside," Barry
s.aid. He a.nd Ted watched as a group of student help went down the
lme, probmg each snowm~n viciously with a pitchfork. "It's nice the ·
administr~tion is concerned with the student welfare," Barry said.
Barry said.
"Let's go home," he added. "Home is where the beer is."
Next Week: "Burpo Hall" or "I poured an Oly into bed last night."
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WILLIE cSfQANCE
6fXJrlino Cocxis
506 N Pine Street 92S-2200

''RENTALS''

105 East 4th Downtown Ellensburg

Natural Foodsi< Incense*

Pipes *LOoms *Free Store
~5% discount on pre-paid food
with one order per month
For details call 925-4062
Hours l :00-5:30 pm Closed Sundays

. -thru bot~.

1) ·
';.D1o OFF ALL f)IZZ~
( Jdn.2T-~eb.

-ALL.,,AY/

AT~

THE PIZZA PLACE in the Plaza

_.,_

-

-~

~·:~

~~~~

..........

LIBERTY Theatre

open 6:45·

r

925-9511

ENDS SATURDAY

e Life and Times of

GRIZZLY 7~= :::

.·ADAMS

THE COMPLETE
SPORTSMA·N

~~~--1..

0

AT

Stocking to
handle home
•
emergencies
by Jim Christian

9:00

EachN~ht.

STARTS SUNDAY - EXCELLENT FILM!
SUN. at 5:00 & 8:15

~eeknights

OPEN -6:45
925-4598
Q:ELD OVER
Plays At 7:00 & 9:00

The VILLAGE
.ltATED

X

7:30 Only

···i 1111•1111 11111:!r· · · .·.· .·.· .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·

iraUHlrist~iD~_·
_
_
~'The goriest and th~ se1uest
'Frankenstein' ever filmed."
COMING

NEXT

"HARRY . &

TONTO''

..

The SUB recreation program is cranking up for . another quarter
according to Mike McLeod, program director.
A new program instituted this quarter is bus trips each
Wednesday night to the various Snoqualmie Pass ski resorts. The ·
chartered bus costs $2.75 each trip. McLeod said that .Hyak has the
lowest cost lift ticket at $4.50. The bus will hit each ski area except
Alpental, an · area the charter firm does not operate in.
Those who wish to go on the weekly trip are urged to registered
from 2-5 p.m. in the Tent and Tube rental shop with Jerry Findley.
McLeod also stated that Hyak has ski lessons; eight weeks for $2.50
The bus leaves the parking lot "B'' at 4:30 p.m. and returns about
11:30 p.m.
Findley is planning a snow shoeing workshop to take place on J art.
26. Thirty people can be accomodated in two divisions, novice and
experienced. The workshop will be at Blewett Pass. Also being
planned is a cross-country ski workshop in early February.
Information on each can be obtained from Findley in the rental shop
_
daily from 2 to 5 p.m.
A sleding party will be held at Joe Wyatt Canyon on Feb. 9th.
Trucks will take people to and from the area. On the same day _a trip
will be taken to Seattle for the Super Sonic-Buffalo pro basketball
game.
On March 2, a trip will be taken to Seattle for the play The
Matchmaker. Details on this will be released later.
For the river rats; a winter river floating workshop has been
planned for Feb. 23. There will be room for 16 people. Those wishing
to sign up should do so in the Tent ~nd Tube as soon as possible.
There will be a nominal charge to cover the rental of the Avon rafts.
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·.~ GOOD THROUGH JAN 31st ~

>< 805 N. 'A' .:. Ellensburg........-.._><
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>< "ITS MORE·THAN PIZZA"
- · ~
:Uut., »<
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No Additional Cost
All Airlines Represented
434 North Sprague 925-3167

BE'l.l'ER LIFE
NATURAL FOODS
------Old Fashioned_
Whole Wheat Bread
------Herbal Teas: Red Zinger

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

~

ORDER ANYTHING OFF OUR ~
~ REGULAR MEN.U AND WE WILL ~
=>
DELIVER IT FREE ANYWHERE
S'
I
.
t:5
ON CAMPUS - 925-500 l
~

~ lnH VZZld

Medium Wisconsin Cheese
' ' $-1.15 lb.
--

lnH VZZld ' lnH VZZld lnH N

1 1 1West 6th _

925-2505'

In the majority of most American homes, the bathroom cabi, nets usually contain inadequate,
unsafe, and ineffective • medical
supplies. It is the purpose of this
article to suggest a few simple,
safe, and effective medical supplies that had ought to be in each
home medicine cabinet. The
general emphasis is that these
cabinets should contain every- thing needed to meet the common medical problems of most
families and to cope with the
emergencies most frequently encountered in the home.
First, one should periodically
check the medicine cabinet and
throw out the accumulation of
unidentified or outdated prescription medicines. The medical
consultants of Consumer Reports
recommends seven basic drugs
·for the home medicine cabinet.
These drugs include: an analggesic/antipyretic, an antacid, an '
antidiarrheal remedy, an antipruretic, an antiseptic, a decongestant, and a laxative. It
should be remembered that any
drug is potentially dangerous;
and, therefore, all medicines
should be stored out -of the reach
of children.
When using an analgesic/antipyretic, the least costly aspirin
tablets, with USP recognition
labeling, is the best buy. If
anyone in the family is allergic to
aspirin, acetaminophen may be
substituted. Parents should give
careful thought to buying. flavored aspirin. The reasoning
here is that small children
identify such tablets with candy,
and can eat too.many and aspirin
in large doses can be fatal.
Sodium bicarbonate (baking
soda) is useful as an antacid for
treatment of occasional heartburn or other symptoms of
simple indigestion - except for
those people on a low-~odium
diet. The antacid should do
nothing more than combat simple
gastric hyperacidity.
For diarrhea, the antidiarrheal
remidy of a kaolin/pectin suspension may be helpful. If a more
protriicted case of diarrhea is
present, a physician should be
consulted so that a medication of
increased potency can be -prescribed.
The use of ordinary .calamine
lotion, an antipruritic, can be
used for the relief of mild skin
eruptions such as mosquito bites
or poison ivy. ·
The storage of Syrup of Ipecac
in a medicine cabinet is an
essential medical item to have on
hand during an emergency medical situation where a poison or an
overdose of medicine has been
ingested 'a nd ,v omiting must be
induced. Children should receive
four teaspoons (30 ml) accompanied by two glasse~- of water for
children and two OF more glasses
of water for adults. After the
medication is given, the user .
should be seen by a physician
immediately. One cautionary
note; Ipecac sb.ould not be given
to someone who -is unconscious,
in convulsions, or -who has '
swallowed corrosives sueh as lye
or - petroleum distillates like
gasoline ·and cleaning fluids.

cont. pg. 11 _
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by Tom Shapley

It is a sad fact, but children always seem to pay the price for their
parents mishandling of consumer products. The really frightening
thing is that the child's home and even its own bed can be the source
of injury and death.
Lead Poisoning
Lead poisoning is a serious crippler and killer of young children. A
study by the National Bureau of Standards estimates that 4,000,000
children may have eleva~ed levels of lead in their blood. The
Department of Health, Education and Welfare estimates that 100
children die each year from lead _poisoning, and 30,000 annually
endure the symptoms of lead poisoning.
Does this poisoning come mostly from industrial pollution? No! It
is a result of carelessness with very common things in the family
home. This example comes from the U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Commission case files:
Two-year-old Hannah was a lively, adventurous child. Her
parents noticed, however, that she was gradually becoming less
energetic and had frequent stomach aches. One day, Hannah's
mother found her chewing on the peeling paint of the windowsill in
the living room. Suspecting_lead poisoning, her parents rushed
Hannah to the hospital emergency room where tests indicated she
had an unusually high level of lead in her blood. After one week of
treatment in the hospital, she was able to go home.
Hannah was lucky. Without the awareness of her parents she
would have died. This example illustrates the most common source
of lead poisoning; peeling and chipped leaded paint found oil the
windowsills, doors and walls of older homes. Children, usually one to
six years old, apparently like to eat leaded paint. If the poisoning is
not caught and treated early, it can lead to irreversible brain
damage and even death.
The U.S. Cc;msumer product Safety Commission offers the
following suggestions to lessen the danger of lead poisoning:
Examine carefully the condition of all your painted walls,
woodwork, windowsills and doors, especially those areas within the
reach of children.
If the paint is peeling or cracking, contact your physician or local
lead clinic and have your children's blood lead level checked.

Consumer Product

If you know, or even suspect, that they may have eaten paint, you
should take them to your doctor or local clinic immediately for a
checkup. Lead poisoning must be treated early if it is to be cured.
Symptoms may be one or more of the following: Unusual
irritability; Poor appetite; Stomach pains and vomiting; Persistent
constipation; or Sluggishness or drowsiness.
Many victims,- unfortunately, show no symptoms until it is too
late. Only a doctor can tell if a child has lead poisoning.
The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission also estimates
that 150 to 200 infants every year in the U.S. in accidents involving
cribs. Another 40,000 are injured.
The Commission offers the following suggestions to prevent the
tragedy of infant death and injury in your crib.
If you are buying a new crib: Buy a crib with as ·narrow a space as
possible between the slats. Take a tape measure and compare. Be
sure that the mattress fits the crib very snugly. If you fit more than
two fingers between the mattress and the crib, the mattress is too
small. Buy a crib with a latch or lock for the drop side that a child
cannot trip. Buy a crib with as large a distance as possible between
the top of the side rail and the mattress support. This will
discourage the child from climbing out. Most accidents occur when
infants fall while climbing out of their crib. Check for sharp . or
rough ·edges on the metal parts of the frame.
Remove all plastic packaging material and destroy it immediately.
Buy bumper pads for the crib. Set the matress at its lowest position
as soon as your child can pull up to a standing position. Don't leave
any toys or other articles in the crib that your child can use to help
climb out. Don't keep your child in the crib once the height of the
side rail is less than three-fourth of the child's height. Replace any
damaged teething rails. They can cut your child's mouth. The crib
should not be used as a playpen. If you put crib extenders on the
side rails of your crib, they should not make the side rails taller than
the end panels of the crib. The extenders should have no easily
removable nuts or bolts and their slats should be narrowly spaced.
Your child has enough dangers to face once he or she is old enough
to walk out the front door. A child's home should be a place of
security and warmth, not a death trap.
To report a product hazard or a product-related injury, call the
toll-free safety hot line 800-638-2666. If you have any questions or
additions, please stop by the CONSUMER WATCH desk in the
Crier office, Rm 218 SUB.

Medicine

cont. fr. pg. l 0
These following items should,
also, be included in the home
mediciine cabinet: adhesive bandages, those with plastic-coated
gauze do not stick to a wound.
A void the tinted medicated type,
which may cause an allergic skin
reaction. Roll bandages that are
two inches wide; sterile gauze
pads that are four inches square
and separately wrapped; adhesive tape, at least one small roll
that is one or two inches wide;
scissors that are large enough
and sharp enough to cut gauze or
cloth; elastic bandages that are
about -three inches wide for
wrapping of · sprained joints;
tweezers; an ice bag; hot-water
bottle or electric heating pad;
two clinical thermometers (rectal
and oral); enema equipment; a
first-aid manual that is current; ·
and phone number lists that
include both day and night
numbers of the family doctor, the
nearest poison control center, a
pharmacist, the local police or
fire department, and emergency
ambulance corps.
Finally, do not take medications that are mixed with other
prescriptions in the same bottle,
and do not use a medication that
is not properly labeled for use or
dosage.
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FEED

S~ty
Mini Expos if ion
Presented by
Consumer Watch
•
Today 1n

the SUB

EUROPEAN CHARTERS
CPAir [~

1975 SPRING AND SUMMER
Departing Vancouver, B·C·
$329 -- $360 -- $380 - $430, per person
MULTI EUROPEAN DEPARTURES •.. OFFERING
From 3 weeks to 3 months in Europe. Charter flights start in March
and continue through September. Destinations offered are:
LONDON •.. AMSTERDAM .•. MILAN ••. FRANKFORT ••. VENICE.
ALL RESERVATIONS MUST PE IN SEATTLE OFFICE
65 DAYS PRIOR TO pEPARTURE.
To: Dr. J.W. Crum, 20 Skyline Dr., Eln, WA. 98926
Ofc. Ph. 963-1671 Home Ph. 962-2327
Send full Info. and Reservation Form to

/

/

ALL YOU CAN EAT

$1 ~00
4:00p.m.

Meat Sauce
Green Salad
Garlic Bread

SPECIAL
Mon 27 thru Wed 29

Milk Shakes 39ct
with purchase of a
BIG JOHN BURGER

BIG JOHN DRIVE IN
Home of Big John Burger
Home & Dorm delivery after 6

Name~~~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~

Address~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~---

Spaghetti

925-5900

,

Putting
·this face
in your future.
Your Fidelih' Union Field Associate can
help plan )'O~r financial future with
CollegeMaster. College!\1aster is the nation·s
leader in life insurance for college seniors.
Let him tell )''OU wh)'.
('all lhl' Fidl'l. it~ l'ninn ('olll'gl'\la,ll'r'
Fil'ld .\"ociall' in ~our arl'a:

.
:~..
.•.

.;,!- .

?,~

Dave Heron
962-9292
706 E. 8th
· In The Plaza

...

tr'.·

COllcgcMc1Ster

Yourprof just
assigned the $24.95
textbook he wrote.

BULLISH ON ELLENSBURG--Murrel E. Lurch, [horseback, left] looks on as Bill Boveen [rearing,
center] checks his position for the filming of a Murrel Lurch stampede commercial. Boveen, a
veteran character actor says he enjoys working in commercials, although ''Those bull suits get
pretty hot."
·
·

Humor

Y our_ ~oros~~pe

You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington
All Olympia empties are recyclable

•oL Y*®

DEPORTATION
PROCEEDINGS started against Zloty and
Yoko Pullbonken for their failure
to register as aliens
•amatic turn .t

attorney filed a countersuit
claiming their US citizenship on
the basis of a paternity suit
against Leonard Nimoy.

(
...

c;omplete stock of
HORSESHOE Nails and Supplies
Waist Sizes

From 27 to 38
Inseam

30 thru 36

_, 962-9331

107 East 4th

~

"2N° ANNUAL
~ CWSC 8-bal I
Tourney"
TUESDAY JAN. 28TH

$1.00 ENTRY FEE
SIGN UP SUB 102
M-F between 1 & 5
11

P ·RIZES AWARDED
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For Thursday, Jan. 23, 1975
ARIES(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)Don't have sex with goats. A
good day for Chinese food. Stay
away from drafts.
TAURUS(Apr. 21 to May
21)-Bundle up your overcoat
when the wind blows free. Take
good care of yourself, you belong
to me.
·GEMINI(May 2! ·ta: : ltl)Quit yo.ur jop. ~
"·
possessions. De~ote the-,
yoor life to the memory it
Ruby.
, ·.r ~"'.
CANCER(June 22 to' /lily
23)-Get a lobotomy.
LEO(July 24 t<>:Ang• .28)-You
will meet a tall, dark man with
excess nostril hair. He will spill
something on you.
VIRGO(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)Don't sit under the apple tree
with anyone else but me.
LIBRA(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)Act with discretion, a good day
for sex with relatives.
SCORPIO(Oct. 24 to Nov.
. 22)-Beware of Greeks bearing
gifts. You may sneeze on a close
friend.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 23 to
Dec. 21)-By the end of the day
you will be in financial ruin.
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22 to Jan.
19)-Don't talk to any of your
friends. Don't walk or drive on
streets named after trees.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20 to Feb.
19)-A philosophical argument
will arise with a casual acquaintance. If you lose, he will tell all
of your friends.
PISCES(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)Beware of left-handed people. Do
not cheat on your spouse without
his or her permission.

Swimmers chum
by sinking Eagles
The Easter n .meet was a
novelty in Centraf Sports as it
'the 'Cat swim team behind a marked the first men-women ·
sweep of all twelve swimming combined sporting event ever
events easily swamped the visit- held at, Cen~ral. . .
ing Eagles of Eastern Washing- The Cats remammg sch~~ule
ton State College last Friday in app~ar~ tig~t and compet.1t1v~,
Nicholson Pool by a score of begmnmg with tomorrow mght s
encounter against the University
85-19.
The Central club went into the of Idaho. The meet beginning at 3
meet a pretty tired bunch, p.m. should prove exciting as the
according to Coach Bob Gregson. two t~ams ~e~t down to the last
"We've been training twice a day relay m dec1dmg the outcome of
and I didn't expect times to be their last meeting.
good."
That insight was overlooked
by a number of 'Cat swimmers
- who turned in excellent times.
All-American, Fred Gasparach
and team-mate Jim Orr broke
the national qualifying standard
in t he 1,000 freestyle. Orr won
t he event in a time of 10:38.8, but
Central's Women's Gymnastics
followed the 10:32.8 non-scoring team will open their season at
effort of Gasparach which cur- home this Saturday at 1:30,
r ently places him fourth in the hosting the CWSC Invitational.
nation.
The meet, including Montana
·Gregson was particularly hap- State, University of Montana,
PY with the fine performance in Seattle University and Central,
the 200 individual medley by a will be held upstairs in Nicholson
steadily improving Bill Miller. Pavilion.
Miller, specializing in the butterAccording to head coach
fly, moved into the medley and Deloris Johns, five girls will be
clipped over 10 seconds off his competing for the Wildcats,
personal best time with a win- three returning from last year's
ning effort of 2;10.6. The clocking squad. The returnees are Cherie
places Miller 12th in the nation B
-h
f
s ttl
and leaves him only a few urr' a sop omo:r:e rom ea e
specializing on the balance beam
seconds short of qualifying for and vaulting box; Jane Moser, a
na~ionals.
junior -from Everett in all events
The White brothers spun their and Sue Sullivan, a sophomore
magic by accounting for three from Bothell who will also '
added Central victories. Joe partake in all events. The two .
White breezed to a win in the 200 new members this year are Tina
butterfly with a time of 2:23.9, Laroque, a freshman in all events
and was backed up by Jerry's and Joy Rupert, a freshman on
2:14.9 effort in the 200 back- the uneven bars.
stroke and a 5:19 clocking by
Andy Carton, ,Central's mainChuck in the 500 freestyle.
stay last year is out with a knee
Other Central winning efforts injury this season.
came from: John Hartman-200
Coach Johns is expecting a
freestyle, 1:59.6; Greg Wood-50 close meet. "Montana State and
freestyle, 23.8; Joe Terhaar-100 MontaJia,both have young teams
freestyle, 54.1; Tony St. Onge- like us," she said, "We lack a
200 breaststroke, 2:28.6; 400 little depth, but we're a building
medley relay; and the 400 team." Seattle U. was a victim of
freestyle relay.
Central last year.
by Jim Christenson

LOSING THE HARD WAY;
Washington
State's Jeff Looman found the going tough
in his 5-2 loss to the Wildcats Dan Sloan.

Centr al went on to win 30- 6.
[photo by Dan Powell]

Grapplers back to
championship form
pinning Dave Aiken in 48 seconds.
Besides Arima, Stew Hayes
suffered the only other Central
defeat when Eastern's AllAmerican Lanny Davidso.n recorded a third period pin.
Closing out the three day home
stand .was the Washington State
Cougars. The Cougars looked
like they came to wrestle,
racking up two quick decisions.
At 188 Arima dropped a 4-0
decision to Mark Grindstaff and
Guy came out on the short end of
a 4-3 verdict with Tom Goodwin
giving the Cougars a 6-0' lead
with eight matches to go. Final
score: Central 30-Washington
State 6. The Wildcats could do no
wrong, sweeping the final ,eight
matches with Greg Gowens and
Tom Kirkbride each scoring pins.
Through the three matches

by Clint Anderson
Head wrestling coach Eric
Beardsley proclaimed last week
that it would look like a different
team on the mat representing old
Central U ., and truer words have
never been spoken.
After getting off to their worst
start ever this season, the
Wildcat grapplers made an
about-face last weekend crushing
three opponents along the way.
Last Thursday Western came
to town. I'm sure they wished
they'd never left Bellingham
after the 'Cats humiliated the
Vies 40-0. Friday Eastern was
here to test the Wildcats. The
Eagles Kirk Delong decisioned
Mark Arima in the 118 pound
class, giving Eastern a 3-0 lead.
But 'Smokin' Willie Guy quickly
turned the tide and his opponent,

Bob Pierce, Gowens, Dan Older,
Rocky Isley ahd Tom Kirkbride
were all 3-0. Kirkbride was
particularly impressive, adding
three pins to his ledger.
Art Green and John Pederson
each wrestled twice, winning
both.
Two newcomers were added to
the Wildcat line-up Saturday
night with Dan Sloan and Kevin
Krogness on the mat. Krogness,
a Seattle Pacific transfer, decisioned Allen Acheson 6-4 and
Sloan, also a transfer, after
suffering a knee injury in the
second round, held on to defeat
his former team's representative
Jeff Louman 5-2.
Central will try to move their
Evergreen Conference record to
3-0 tonight when they host the
Eastern Oregon Mounties at 7:30
in Nicholson Pavilion.

•

urpr1se
someone

Central 12th
Central Washington ~tate
College moved up two places in
~e NAIA National Basketball
Poll this week as the Wildcats
took over 12th place in the
rankings. Central was ranked
14th in the first week's list.
Leading the pool is Kentucky
State, the third place team at
last · season's national tournament. Defending champion
West Georgia, runner-up Alcorn
A and M, and fourth place
finisher St. Mary's of Texas
from last season are not listed
in the top 20.

Just
.because
Long Distance
charges are
so low-, it's no less
a treat
w-hen you
call your
friends!

~

NAIA BA8KE'l'IWL ~LL

W L

~State .................. 10
Gardner-Webb N.C.) .•.......•.. 14
Fairmont State (W. Va.) ..•.•.•. 13
Jacbon State (Mia.) .•. .. .•••••. 11
$.Southern Univenlty <l-8.) •...... 11
I. Grand Canyon (Ariz.) • . .. . . . • . . • 10
7. Wileonsln-t&u Claire ....•...... 11

1.
2.
S.
. 4.

•. Cameron

t.

(Okla.) • . . • . • • • • . • . • • • 11
~ount (Kan.) . ............ 11

10. ()relon Tech . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . 14
~ (Ky.) .............. 11
12. Central Wuhlngton . . . . . .. . . . . . . 11
13. Midwestern (Tex.) ............. 10
14. Edinboro State (Pa.) ........... t
U. Gramh!ina State (La.) . • .. . . • • . • 7
11. Guilford (N.C.) ................ t
lt. Henderson State (Ark.) ......... 11
11. Norfolk State (Va.) ............. a
It. Xavier University (La.) • • • • • • • • • I
IO. Hanover (Ind.) ................. lO

11.
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Gymnastics
meet here
Saturd ay

I

''APPLEJACK"
Coming Soon
Appaloosa -and Ron Garner

Pride of the 'Byron Bombers'

Nicholson has an
Angel on his team

Byron Angel
by Clint Anderson
It's been a long road for Byron
Angel. He's gone from the
playground courts of Seattle in
his high school years to Nicholson Pavilion here on campus with
·only a brief stop at Edmonds
Community College.
You see, Byron didn't have a
high school basketball career.
His basketball history is full of
discouragment and growing
pains.
Angel first hit the courts in
uniform in ninth grade under
Keith Kingsbury. He measured
6'1 ", but was physically behind.
"I considered byself a guard back
then," Angel said over his dinner
at Holmes Dining Hall the other
night. •'That ·shows you how
things have changed. I didn't do
too well and I was really
discouraged." He was discouraged enough not to turn out his
sophomore year at Nathan Hale
in Seattle. "They asked· me to
come out but they had a couple of
other guys who were around the
6'10" mark by their senior year."
Angel reached 6'7" by his graduating year, but never accepted
the coach's invitation.

Probably the biggest obstacle
in Angel's way in high school was
Curt Pederson, Hale's alleverything center who now
stands about seven feet and is
being touted as an All-American
for the University of Puget
Sound Loggers.
·So instead, Angel confined
himself to intramurals and the
local Park Department team.
After high school he still was
disinterested. "I went to the
University of Washington and
played intramurals. I was 6'9"
and still growing," he said,
before gulping down his second
of three glasses of milk. "After
my first year I figured I'd give it
a try at the varsity level, but not
the UW, they were kind of
t ough ·" Angel made the logical
move
and turned to the community colleges. Edmonds was
. ch 01ce.
·
"Th ey h a d th e best
h is
basketball program, plus I knew
the coach." His ninth grade coach
had been making some progress
.
of h IS own.
All was not roses at Edmonds,.
however. Angel sat the bench his
first year but knew there was a
place for him the following
season. And there was. He
became their starting center and
· averaged 12 points and 10
rebounds a game in leading his
. team to the state tournament.
Unfortunately, the tourney
wasn't held on Edmond's home
court. "We didn't have our own
gym, so we played all of our
home games at Paine Field. It
was the worst snake pit you ever
saw. It was worth about 20
points to us each game."
His community college career
drew to an end and though still
relatively inexperienced, the offers began coming in.
Such
schools as Alaska, Western,
Pacific Lutheran, Seattle Pacific,
Willamette, St. Martins, George
Foxx, Lewis and Clark, and
Pacific, and not to mention
Central, all showed an interest in
the now 6'10" frame of Byron
Angel.
Interested in a business major,
Angel came to Central. "It was

.

because .of thei~ program and
Coach :t-:hcholson s go?d record.
Academ1~ally, you don.t lose th~~
much _gomg to a pubhc ~~h~ol.
So it was off to the Wmdy
City of the West" for Angel. He
came about three or four days
before classes began and s~arted
lifting weights to add to his ~80
pounds. An~el made a quick ·
survey of his frame and commented, "It didn't do much
good." Some people ~ave gone so
far as ~o say Angel cou!? tread
water m a garden ho~e.
.
It may ~e ~~ron s umque
stature and mtr1gmg nam_e that TWO FOR THE ·'CATS; Central's women's basketball team
helped spur ~he formation of works for two points in action against Seattle Pacific last
clique of Wil?cat supporte~s weekend. The Falcons won the contest 47-42, handing the
under t~~ .. guise of Byr?n s -Wildcats their sole loss of the season. [photo by Dan Powell]
Bombers.
I guess they JUSt
want someone to cheer and they
· k e d me, " sai"d A nge1· "I wou Id
pie
~eally prefer that they would
ignore me and khelp
" the team
more, s~ to ~pea ·
.
Angels pr~mary role this season has been m a reserve role. He
By Vicki Simpson
did start a couple of games but
d urmg
.
. t mas b reak h e
t h e Chr1s.
Central's women's basketball by as much as ten points, getting
sustained an injury to his eye in
team brought their . win,Ioss some good shooting from Hall
a pick-up game at the UW. But record to 2-1 after losing to with 12 points and Sharon
he's on his way back and still
Seattle Pacific, 47-42 and defeat- McCormick, who had ten.
averaging just about ten points a
The team had good 'board
ing Eastern Washington, 45-43,
game. Last Friday he came off
strength provided by Larson
last weekend.
the bench to spark a 'Cat rally in
Against the Falcons, Central's with 11 rebounds and Anne
the win over Western, and is still
offense and defense was very Borgardus bringing down ten.
sweeping the boards.
Centralneverlostthelead,but
sluggish during the first 30
It's questionable what the minutes. They were behind all the defense gave up some points
future holds for Byron Angel. the way and were 14 points down which made it a two point
Working toward a major in with six minutes left in the game. difference at the end.
Business, he has no definite
The offense is only shooting 28
The offense then started to
plans. "Throughout my life I've click and the defense played well, per cent from the field, which
made long range plans, but getting some steals, and the hopefully will improve this weeknothing ever happens."
team got to within four points, end.
On the basketball end of his then the time ran out.
The team will be playing
life, his plans are even less
Linda Larson scored ten points against Pacific Lutheran in Taconcrete. "I suppose that if I and Terri Short popped in eight coma tomorrow at 7 p.m. and
improve enough I might play for the 'Cats.
against Western Washington on
after Central, but I'll probably go
Colleen Hall gave a strong Saturday in Bellingham at 5:30.
back to playing for the park performance on the boards,
"We would very much like to
department." He's keeping his getting 13 rebounds while Lar- win both of these games on the
basketball goals more short son brought down nine.
road," said Pat Lacey, head
range. "I just want a winning
Against Eastern, Central fell coach. "Pacific Lutheran will be
team and that looks pretty good behind by 12 points in the early tough and I anticipate a more
right now. Then if we make the part of the game, but Central difficult game against Western.
playoffs it would be nice to be made some defensive adjust"Western plays a 'playersuccessful there. But you'd have ments and began a strong surge player' all the time and if we put
to talk to Coach Nicholson about to lead just before the half, 23-21. everything together, we will be
that, he's been there a few times
In the second half, Central led able to defeat Western."
before, an~ . won."

Women bounce to
weekend split

~BEEFEATER.S
. WEEKDAvs ·

You got a letter
from home and
there was just
a letter inside.

Breakfast

You owe yourself an Oly.

OPEN 7:00 A.M.

Fresh Homemade.Donuts ·

Olympia Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington 'OL Y''lll
All Olympia empties are recyclable
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Road wins give Central EvCo lead
by Rafael Gonzales

The Central Wildcat basketball team stretched their Evergreen Conference mark to 4-0
and its overall season record to
12-2 last weekend, coming home
from a road trip with a p~ir of
conference wins.
. Friday night the 'Cats traveled
to Bellingham and corraled the
Vikings in their own den, dumping them 74-56 on a late-game
scoring surge.
Saturday night they overcame
some saddle sores gained in the
Jong drive to Monmouth, Oregon,
and rolled over the Oregon
College of Education Wolves
69-55.
The pair of wins moved the
'Cats into sole posession of the
E~Co loop with a 4-0 mark. The
loss evened Western's season
mark at 2-2, while the Wolves
have yet to win a conference
game at 0-4.
Five players ·hit double figures
in the 'Cat win over the Vikings,
lead by Steve Page with 16 and
Les Wyatt with 15. The scoring
attack, one of the ~ost balanced
of the season for the 'Cats also
saw Dave Kalinowski pick up 12
points, Charles Wilson 11 and
Byron Angel 10.
The 'Cats rolled to a 35-29
halftime lead, but the Vikings
came back to knot the score at

42-all with 15 minutes left in the
game.
From there, it was nip-andtuck the rest of the way, until
6:40 was left in the game. At that
poiilt, with the score knotted at
54-all,
Wyatt,
Page,
and
Kalinowski ignited a 20-point
spurt to the put the game away.
Wyatt popped in a pair of
charity tosses to move Central
into a 56-54 lead, Page added a
20-footer to put the 'Cats into · a
four-point lead, and they were on
their way.
Kalinowski aided ' the 'Cat
cause by hitting on eight-of-eight
tries from the free throw line in
the rally.
Rob · Visser lead the Vikings
with"· 20 points, and added · 11
rebounds to the Viking Total.
· The Dean Nicholson-coached
Wildcats rolled to their seventh
straight win the next night,
dumping the OCE Wolves 69-55
in Monmouth.
Once again it. was a second-half
spurt which put the game away
for Central. After picking up only
a 33-31 advantage at the half, the
two teams traded baskets until
Central moved into a 45-41 edge
with 12 minutes left in the ·game.
Utilizing a tough defense, the
'Cats outscored OCE 8-2 to take a
53-43 edge with less than eight
minutes left in the tilt. The
Wolves were unable to get any

closer than eight points the rest
of the way.
Wyatt led all scorers with 19,
while Page added 17. No other
'Cats were able to reach double
figures, although Wilson added
nine.

Friday night, the Wildcats will
be back home in Nicholson
Pavilion, to host the Eastern
Oregon College Mountaineers,
currently 2-3 in EvCo action and
4-11 overall.
Saturday, the Wildcats will
travel to Cheney to take on the

Screaming Eagles of Eastern.
Eastern is currently holding
down second place in the EvCo
with. a 4-1 season mark.
Their only loss was a 68-67
edging by the Oregon Tech
Owls. Eastern is 11-4 overall.

EWSC Invitational next

Womeri swimmers drown
Eastern, bow to Cougars
Central's women's swim team won the 50 yard butterfly and led
split a double-duel nieet with a 1-3 finish in the 100 yard
Eastern Washington State Col- butterfly with respective times
lege and Washington State Uni- of 31.3 and 1:10.9.
·
versity last weekend.
Other victories scored came
The 'Cats were led by the from Su Kingsley who lead a 1-2
swimming of Christy Thompson, finish in the 50 yard breaststroke
Nancy Baer, and Ardis Bow, each with a time of. 37.7; the freestyle
winning two events to out- relay of Rondi .Berwold, Bow,
distance Eastern Washington, Baer, and Kingsley with a time of
75-45, last Friday.
· 1:58.l; and Andrea C<!fton who
Thompson won the 100 yard led a 1-2 finish in the diving with
backstroke and the 50 yard · 192.5 points.
·
freestyle with respecti_ve times
The 'Cats then suffered a 87-42
of 1:15.0 and 29.6, while Baer loss to Washington State Univerwon the 100 : yard breast- sity the following day.
The victories scored against
medley and the 100 yard breaststroke with times of 1:12.2 and the Cougars came from double
1: 17 .9, respect!vely, and Bow winner Carton in the one meter

dive and three meter dive with
184.15 and 176.95 points, respectively, while Bow won the 100
yard butterfly with a .time of
1:09.0, and Baer won the 50 yard
breaststroke with a time of 35.9.
"The program is working out'
well and everyone is improving
when they get into the water,"
replied Mark Morrill, head coach.
"Everybody had a good weekend."
·
The team w-ill be at ·the
Eastern Washington Invitational
in Cheney, swimming against
Whitworth and a school from
Montana on Saturday at 1:30
p.m . .
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PIONEEl'l~
when you want something better

&real hi-Ii starts here.
Designed to meet the most
exacting hi-fi demands, the
SA-8100
SA-8100 provides 44 plus
44 watts RMS (8 ohms)
Integrated Stereo ·Amplifier
both channels driven, at
lKHz. Using two separate
·::.-·~balanced power supplies,
there's complete stability
@and superb transient response. Four stepped tone
~
.-·-.
··at
controls allow 2.5dB ad..
-·
?t -~
justments for the entire
alldio spectrum. Exclusive
···~Q--. . _L ...._,
direct-coupling in all stages assure the finest transient response, wider dynamic
range and low, low THD/IM distortion. Other refinements include: tone defeat
switch, speaker. protector circuit, level set control, tape-to-tape duplicating and
monitoring, hi/low filters. Outputs for two pairs of speakers; two inputs for all
program sources. $299.95, including walnut cabinet.

Think biu and spend
less with,Pioneer's new
stereo receivers.

@ PIONEER®
~·:- -~~~!

·>-

-

Never before has there
been an integrated ampliSA-9100
fier with such power, precision and performance.
Integrated Stereo Amplifier
Two separate balanced
power supplies use an
...
unbelievable 30,000 micro~·.. ~:1~l.
:·@·.
farads total capacitance for
~-·~-~·
absolute stability and excellent transient response.
Twin stepped tone controls, plus a new ,tone
defeat switch custom tailor
listening with 5,929 tonal combinations. Direct-coupling in all stages (not just power
amp) provides wider dynamic range and . incredibly low 0.04 per cent (1 watt)
THD/IM distortion. 65 plus 65 watts RMS (8 ohms) both channels driven, at lKHz.
Accommodates 3 pairs of speakers. Maximum number of inputs/outputs. 2-way
;tape-to-tape duplicating and monitoring, plus many other features. $399.95, with
walnut cabinet.
'

(V} PIONEER®

...... 0 ...............

~'DI.><

~ • uu

unuuestionablY the finest
tuner rou can bur.

@ PIONEER~ TX-9100

There's never been anything like it for the audiophile. The height of sophistication, its astonishing
specifications confirm its .
superb performance and
capabilities. FM sensitivSelectivity-ity--1.5uV;
90dB; Capture ratio--ldB;
SIN ratio--75dB. All noise
has been eliminated by
6-stage limiters used with
differential amplifiers and
a new noise suppressor circuit. The exclusive drift-free alignment-free phase lock
loop (PLL) IC circuit in the multiplex section provides optimum channel separation.
Other features: unique muting control to eliminate interstation noise and the
popping noise of tuning/detuning; completely unitized IC in AM section; dual
tuning meters; ultra wide tuning dial. $299.95, ineluding walnut cabinet.

@PIONEER® SX-1010
AM/FM Stereo R~ceiver
No component manufacturer has ever before put so much
power,· performance, and versatility into a receiver. A full
100 watts (RM$) per channel (8 ohms, both channels driven)
easily handles the most inefficient speakers in the largest
listening room. Total harmonic distortion is an incredibly
·low 0.1 % across the entire audible frequency spectrum
(20-20,000 Hz). A truly state-of-the-art tuner section offers
an almost unheard of 1.7 uV (IHF) sensitivity and better than
90 dB (IHF) selectivity. Wide range of inputs including 2
turntables and 2 microphones. Connections for 4-channc-I
· and Dolby adapters. Monitoring of two tape decks plus
deck-to-deck dubbing while listening to another program.
Exclusive twin stepped tone controls provide over 3,000
variations. Switching for 3 pairs of speakers, panel dimming,
FM and audio muting, tone control disconnect.
$699.95, including walnut cabinet.
--

Uniaue recording ·versatilitr
and plentr 01.pure power
make this asuper receiver.

AM-FM Stereo Tuner

coup.o.,.o.._..c.,.o..up..oilln..,_ ..c..o...u.p.9..n.......c..9.,.up;.Q.,.n__c_g_u_,p2!1.igc:
The ideal turntable· for any
moderate priced hi-fi system.
The PVlO offers the exceptional
level of precision found in every
Pioneer turntable. And its features are unmatched in its price
range. Includes S-shaped tonearm, viscous damped curing,
anti-skating control, 33 1/3 and
45 rpm speeds, hinged dust
cover, base,~ much more.
$99.95

JANUARY ONLY - WITH THIS AD
IT'S YOURS FOR $89. 95
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PIONEE~~-· ·~

SX-737 AM/FM Stereo
Receiver
Almost any receiver lets you tape a record or an FM program while you listen to it. The new Pioneer SX-i37's unique
Recording Selector lets you tape one source while you
listen to another. There's enough power to play up to two
pairs of inefficient speakers in really big rooms. And there
are plenty of inputs and outputs for· all kinds of accessories
like two tape decks, with tape-to-tape duplication. Other features include click-stop bass and treble controls, high
and low filters, FM muting, loudness control, automatic
speaker protection circuit, and illuminated program source
indicators. A phase-lock-loop circuit provides wide separation and !ow distortion. 35 watts .RMS per channel, with both
channels driven into 8-ohm loads, at any frequency from 20 ·
Ht. to 20 kHz. THD 0.5%. Excellent specifications include
S/N 20 Hz. dB, FM sensitivity 1.9 uV (IHF), capture ratio 1:0
d8:$399.95, including walnut cabinet.
·

408 N. Pearl
962-2830
Ellef"!sburg
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